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Welcome...
CPS are now well into the
second half of the game of
2014 and are reflecting on
one of its busiest years since
the companies establishment
48 years ago in a small garage
in Chesterfield. With an ever
widening product range we
have an increasing wealth of
experience in virtually every
type of seating or staging
installation. Early September
will see CPS exhibiting a wide
range of staging solutions at
The Venue Expo at Events
City. We are always pleased
to

hear

from

you

and

appreciate any feedback or
testimonials you leave.

Jason Hughes
Group Sales Team Leader

Forty five years on and CPS are continuing
to exceed the UK universities expectations.
CPS have now been supplying the Liverpool University
for over 45 years and recently installed a demountable
tiered seating structure for their newly renovated
Performing Arts Centre. The structure included 8 tiers
and incorporated the new Rapid Lock™ System - our

latest state-of-the-art stage connecting mechanism
which makes it quicker and more efficient to connect.
The demountable structure also incorporated our
Alu Rapid V leg casting which gives the staging the
capability to be built up to 1.68m without bracing.
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CPS supplies a range of designer fabrics for upholstery
on lecture theatres and auditorium seats. The fabric
can be used to create a multitude of different styles
from pinstripes and polka dot to more outré effects!

Educational institutions have found in particular that a
smarter learning environment increases the students
respect and pride for their work space which in turn
reduces vandalism.
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Is your school staging
safe to use?

Inova Interactive Seating - Lecture Application
New interactive teaching styles are increasingly
becoming more popular throughout the UK and
have accelerated the need for new interactive seating
systems. Interactive seating used in the lecture
application opens a whole new range of advantages
over normal lecture theatres. The seating system
allows students to interact with other students as the
seats are able to swivel 360 degrees. The moveable

arm of the Inova system allows students to sit at their
own comfortable distance from the desking but also
means every student can face the lecturer. The chairs
will return to a closed position when unoccupied
keeping the lecture theatre clean and tidy while also
finding favour with the fire officers as there are no
obstructions from loose chairs. For further information
please visit our website www.cpsmanufacturingco.com

Beam Seating - Just the ticket!

CPS have much to offer in the sports sector and
have now completed a large number of spectator
seating projects and many press conference seating
rooms for stadiums. Pictured is the impressive stand
at Headingly Stadium Leeds where CPS completed
the seating in the room you can see in the centre of
the stadium. We utilised the CPS beam seat within
the project as the Stadium required something that
could be taken out easily and stored.
The Venue incorporated staging which fitted over
the tiers so the room could also be used as a flat
floor as well.

Asset range flexibility and desking options.
The Asset has truly earned its name. Many multipurpose venues have chosen the asset due to its
flexibility to be used in the lecture theatre mode
while being smart enough to be able to host
business conferences. The Asset chair comes with
a range of desking options which helps it to be
used in a variety of applications and adapted to
your own specific needs. The Asset seating range
has a number of electrical power options including
sockets and microphones making ideal particularly
for conferences venues.
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With performance time looming
many schools will be beginning
to think about pulling out their
school staging, however is it safe
to use? Many older staging blocks
while not only being precarious
for the performers can also be
dangerous for those assembling
and dismantling the staging systems.
CPS offer a range of staging
packages view our website.
www.cpsmanufacturingco.com

Customer Feedback
Following an internal subcontractor interim
review, I thought we should drop you a letter
to thank you and your team for the first class
service to date on the seating package here
at the Lecture Theatre Complex. It’s always
a pleasure dealing with such professional
subcontractors like CPS as in our industry
all to many subcontractors let us down
with promises they cannot achieve. At
each stage of this package, from the initial
tendering stage through the design stage,
to actual works starting on site, there has
been a seamless transition between the
CPS departments maintaining a very high
standard throughout. I look forward to our
next meeting and the successful completion
of your package and again thank you all for
the effort to date.
Project Leader
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